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 Figure 1: Illustration of the annotation task. The output comprises concepts drawn 
from the UMLS controlled medical vocabularly, grouped into terms that describe 
the study Population, Interventions/Comparators and Outcomes.
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PICO element
P : Population ( Patient or Population or Problem)

 I/C : Interventions/Comparators

O: Outcomes

 Example : 

P :   {糖尿病患者}

I/C : {胰島素治療}

O:    {血糖降低}
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Motivation
 To infer distinct sets of (ontological) concepts describing 

complementary clinically salient aspects of the underlying trials

 i.e., the PICO
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Research’s purpose
 aim to develop an automated approach to mapping from free-texts to 

distinct sets of terms from the UMLS corresponding to each PICO 
element.
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 Flow chart

candidate generator Candidate-Selector
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 Identify

Formally, denote an input text by x. 

Then we run through this our candidate generator, g:

and the outputs are consumed by the selector, s:

Here is assumed to be structured, i.e., include particular concepts corresponding to 
the PICO elements. Thus . 
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 Candidate  Concepts Generation

 MetaMap

Use UMLS ontology
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 Candidate-Selector
 CNN model

 1. CS-IND

 PICO elements as independent

 2. CS-cond. 

 The population is not independent of the interventions and outcomes 
considered, as the former will clearly influence the latter.

 3. CS-joint

 a fully joint approach to selecting P, I/C and O candidate terms.

 a triplet of candidate concepts (cP, cI/C, cO)
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 Figure 2: A schematic of our selector network variant CS-joint. 12



 Candidate-Selector

1. CS-IND

PICO elements as independent

• e: indexes PICO elements

• wo
(e) : a weight vector parameterizing the output probability model

• C(e) : concept embedding matrix

• Wh
(e)  : a weight matrix for a hidden layer 

• xi(e) : a vector representation of input text i (induced via a CNN)

• λ(.) : activation function

• : denotes vector concatenation
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 Candidate-Selector

2. CS-cond. 

The population is not independent of the interventions and outcomes considered, 
as the former will clearly influence the latter.

 zi
(P) : vector representations of the population concepts selected by the model
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 Dataset

 We use a real-world dataset provided by the Cochrane Collaboration.

 http://www.cochrane.org/
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 We then use a neural discriminative model to infer plausible triplets of concepts from 
the unstructured candidate set.

 We demonstrate that this model improves performance (compared to relevant 
baselines) on the important task of automatically annotating biomedical literature 
with structured UMLS concepts.
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